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Presentation Overview

• Some Key Dates in the Chronology
  • 2007 – 08
  • 2012 – 13
  • 2013 – 14
  • 2015 – 16
  • 2016 – 17

• Present-Day Focuses
Key Date #1: 2007 – 08

• LHSA and other Residence Associations executive jointly employed

• Alcohol-related incidents became an issue for the University

• MOA signed by LHSA and University
Key Date #2: 2012 – 13

• University announces two changes for immediate implementation

• Another two changes are announced for implementation later in the year

• Lack of consultation on the announced changes
Key Date #2: 2012 – 13

1. Change to the student body composition in Lister

2. Change to the alcohol provisions within Lister

3. Changes to the student staff employment structure

4. Changes to the Lister first year programs
Key Date #3: 2013 – 14

• December 2013: First complaint against the LHSA violating the Code of Student Behavior

• March 2014: Second complaint against the LHSA

• April 2014: Third complaint against the LHSA
  • This complaint was on activities back in 2012
Key Date #4: 2015 – 16

- LHSA suspended August 2015
- SU told that a replacement organization cannot be formed October 2015
- Meal Plan consultation August – December 2015
- Residence association fee collection halted January 2015
Key Date #4: 2015 – 16

- LHSA suspended August 2015
- SU told that a replacement organization can not be formed October 2015
  - Under particular conditions
Key Date #5: 2016 – 17 (Present)

- Meal Plan consultations ongoing
- Residence association fee collection resumed (October 2016)
- Transition for LHSA return in May 2017